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Abstract: In this study, the dissimilar metal cladding from a pressure vessel pipe–nozzle mockup
for PWR was studied using an optical microscope, scanning electron microscopy, energy-dispersive
X-ray spectrometry, electron back-scattering diffraction, and micro-hardness measurement. The
microstructure of the SA508 side is non-uniform along the fusion boundary, especially at the concave
and convex areas. Martensitic layer (type I and type II) boundaries are found at the fusion boundary
area. The chemical composition, residual strain, and microstructure across the SA508–309L fusion
boundary are very complex and hence result in a complicated micro-hardness distribution.

Keywords: dissimilar metal cladding; pressure vessel pipe–nozzle; microstructure; micro-hardness

1. Introduction

SA508, one kind of low-alloy steel, is usually utilized for the fabrication of pressure
vessels and pipe–nozzles in a pressurized water reactor (PWR) nuclear power plant due to
its relatively low cost and high strength [1,2]. However, its corrosion resistance is very low
when it is directly exposed to the high-temperature pressurized primary water in a PWR.
As a result, a stainless steel cladding layer with a high corrosion resistance is necessary to
protect the SA508 low-alloy steel, acting as a barrier layer [3]. As the chemical composition,
mechanical properties, and microstructure of low-alloy steel are significantly different from
stainless steel (filler metal), the microstructure of the dissimilar metal cladding, especially
at the interfacial area, should be very complex. Hence, many problems arise during the
cladding process, including sharp changes in element distribution, mechanical property,
and microstructure across the fusion boundary; carbon migration; weld residual stress–
strain; and the formation of special boundaries at the fusion boundary area [4–7].

In light of the above problems, the dissimilar metal cladding area usually becomes the
weak point of the pipe–nozzle. In fact, many stress corrosion cracking (SCC) failures have
occurred at this kind of dissimilar metal welding area [8,9]. As a result, lots of research
on the microstructure and service behavior of this area has been published. Our group
has worked on dissimilar metal weld joints (DMWJs) in PWR nuclear power plants for
more than ten years and has investigated different kinds of DMWJs with different filler
metals, base metals, welding methods, and welding parameters [10–15]. Even though the
microstructures of an SA508–309L/308L–316L domestic dissimilar metal weld safe-end
joint and the low-alloy SA508–309/308L stainless steel dissimilar metal weld for pressure
vessel lining have been studied previously [1,16], the dissimilar metal cladding of the inner
pipe–nozzle has not been investigated in detail before.

During the fabrication of the nuclear power plant, the pipe–nozzle is welded to the
primary loop, forming the safe-end DMWJ. In one previous failure case, the SCC crack
from the surface of the cladding, propagated to the fusion boundary of the dissimilar metal
cladding, then grew just along the fusion boundary of the safe-end DMWJ, leading to a
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primary water leakage [8]. In fact, SCC is the main failure mode of DMWJ in nuclear power
plants [5,17]. SCC behavior is related to the material, stress, and environment. When the
stress and environment (which refers to the water chemistry of the primary water in a
PWR) are well controlled, the material becomes the key factor affecting SCC. Consequently,
there is a requirement to understand and control the microstructure of the DMWJ. Since
the microstructure at the weld interface area and the heat-affected zone (HAZ) is highly
dependent on the welding parameters, it is necessary to characterize the microstructure
and the basic mechanical properties to guide the optimization of the welding parameters.
This is equally applicable to dissimilar metal cladding.

2. Materials and Experiment
2.1. Materials

The dissimilar metal cladding samples observed in this study were cut from the inner
surface of a pipe–nozzle formed by SA 508 (Gr.3) low-alloy steel. The cladding materials
were 309L and 308L stainless steel. A schematic diagram of the pipe–nozzle, the safe-end
pipe, the DMWJ, and the exact position of the dissimilar metal cladding investigated in this
study is presented in Figure 1 [18]. Comparable dissimilar metal welds have been studied
before; however, the welding parameters are different [1,16]. The chemical compositions
of SA508 and the filler metals are listed in Table 1. Submerged arc welding (SAW) was
used for the cladding, in which 309L was prepared as the first layer and 308L as the second
and third layers. The welding parameters are presented in Table 2. The current range
was 760–800 A, the voltage was well controlled at 27.5 V, and the welding speed was
150 mm/min. The SA508 base metal was preheated to 150–180 ◦C before welding, and the
inter-pass temperature was controlled between 161 and 197 ◦C. The cladding surface was
machined to achieve the final size requirement.

Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the pipe–nozzle, safe-end pipe, and DMWJ (a); and the position of
the investigated dissimilar metal cladding (b) [18].

Table 1. Chemical composition of materials (wt.%).

Materials C Si Mn P S Cr Ni Mo Cu V Al Nb Ti B Co Fe

SA508 0.17 0.16 1.49 0.005 0.002 0.14 0.76 0.51 0.02 0.007 0.03 / / 0.0002 0.005 Bal.
309L 0.011 0.33 1.69 0.011 <0.0005 23.49 13.33 0.07 0.039 0.047 / 0.05 <0.005 / 0.021 Bal.
308L 0.012 0.36 1.71 0.012 0.010 20.23 10.25 0.08 0.043 0.065 / 0.01 <0.005 / 0.026 Bal.

Table 2. Welding parameters of the cladding process.

Preheat
Temperature (◦C)

Inter-Pass
Temperature (◦C)

Current
Range (A)

Voltage Range
(V)

Welding Speed
(mm/min)

150–180 161–197 760–800 27.5 150
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2.2. Microstructure Characterization

Firstly, the samples were ground using silicon carbide abrasive paper with grit sizes
ranging from 120# to 2000#, and then mechanically polished with 2.5 µm polishing pastes
at a speed of 800 rpm. When no scratches were visible on the polished surfaces, the samples
were etched for optical microscope (OM, Axio Observer Z1, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany)
observation. For the SA508 base metal and its HAZ, a 4% nital solution was used for a
duration of 5–10 s, while the weld metal was electro-etched in a 10% oxalic acid+ 90%
H2O solution.

A scanning electron microscopy with X-ray microanalysis (SEM/EDS, FEI XL30,
Hillsboro, OR, USA) was used to investigate the chemical composition distribution across
the fusion boundary, at an accelerating voltage of 20 kV. Before the EDS line scanning, the
sample was slightly etched using the 4% nital solution for a duration of 3–5 s to obtain the
position of the fusion boundary.

Electron back-scattering diffraction (EBSD, Oxford, UK) was used to study the grain
size and residual strain distribution across the fusion boundary. The EBSD scanning voltage
was 25 kV at a scanning step size of 0.5 µm. The raw data were then analyzed using the
orientation imaging microscopy (OIM) software. The process to prepare the sample for an
EBSD observation has been described in detail previously [1].

2.3. Micro-Hardness Test

The micro-hardness test was performed using an MHVD-1000AP micro-hardness
tester (Shanghai, China) at a load of 0.98 N and a holding time of 15 s. Before testing, the
sample was also slightly etched to show the fusion boundary.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Microstructure by OM
3.1.1. OM Microstructure of Base Metal and Weld Metals

The OM image at a low magnification detailing both the base metal and the weld metal
is shown in Figure 2a. The base metal and its HAZ, the first cladding layer (309L), and the
308L cladding layers (the second and third layers) are significantly distinct due to their
different microstructures. In addition, the fusion boundary (or the interface) is wavelike.

The microstructure in the SA508 base metal is not uniform; it contains many “black
strips” along the axial direction of the pipe–nozzle (Figure 2a). The microstructure of the
normal area is shown in Figure 2b, suggesting the presence of a bainite microstructure which
was composed of ferrite laths and inter-lath carbides. Figure 2c shows the microstructure of
the black strip area. More carbides were found in these areas and they were more uniformly
distributed than in the normal area, not only at the boundaries of the ferrite laths but also
within the ferrite laths. As these strips are far from the fusion boundary, they may result
from macro-segregation during the manufacturing process rather than the welding process.

Figure 2d shows the microstructure of the 309L weld metal. An almost fully austenite
structure was found, which was different from the normal microstructure that consists of
coarse grains of dendrite-like austenitic structure and ferrites between the dendrites, as
demonstrated in Figure 3a of Reference [1]. As described in Reference [19], the solidification
mode of the weld metal was determined by the chemical compositions, Creq and Nieq,
where the Creq = Cr% + Mo% + 1.5 Si% + 0.5 Nb% and the Nieq = Ni% + 30 C% + 0.5 Mn%.
The chemical composition of the 309L layer should deviate from its original composition
due to the dilution effect of the melted SA508. On the other hand, the dilution phenomenon
had a greater effect on Nieq than Creq as the coefficient factor for C was 30. As a result,
the diffusion of carbon from the SA508 to the 309L layer led to a significant increase in the
value of Nieq. When the ratio of Nieq to Creq is high enough, the microstructure of 309L
should be fully austenite. The microstructure of the 308L was dendrite-like austenite with
dot and rod ferrites between these dendrites (Figure 2e).
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Figure 2. OM microstructure of dissimilar metal cladding: (a) image at a low magnification showing
both the base metal and the weld metal; (b) microstructure of the SA508 base metal; (c) microstruc-
ture of the black strip area in SA508 base metal; (d) microstructure of the 309L weld metal; and
(e) microstructure of the 308L weld metal.

3.1.2. OM Microstructure across Fusion Boundary

Since the etching methods for SA508 and the weld metal were different, the detailed
microstructures across the fusion boundary were observed separately. The microstructures
of the 309L side and the SA508 side are shown in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.
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Figure 3. OM microstructure of the 309L side adjacent to the fusion boundary: (a) image with low
magnification and (b) local image with higher magnification of (a).

Figure 4. OM microstructure of the SA508 side adjacent to the fusion boundary: (a) image at a low
magnification; (b) microstructure of the concave area in (a); (c) microstructure of the convex area in
(a); (d) local image at a higher magnification of (c).

It is obvious that the microstructure of the SA508 side was not uniform along the
fusion boundary, as the heat flux was not homogeneous for every bead or for multi-bead
welding (Figure 4a). Overall, a light layer of carbon depletion in the HAZ just adjacent to
the fusion boundary was found, although its width was not uniform, which was caused
by carbon diffusion from SA508 to 309L. The microstructure of the concave area near
the fusion boundary was coarse martensite (Figure 4b), and the average width of the
carbon-depleted zone in this area was about 80 µm. A thin dark layer was observed along
the fusion boundary, which was shown to be martensite in Reference [4]. In addition,
carbides were found at this area, formed by the reaction of the migrated carbon from
SA508 with the chromium in 309L. The microstructure of the convex area is shown in
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Figure 4c,d, where ferrite was the main structure in the carbon-depleted zone. Furthermore,
the carbon-depleted zone in this area was larger, at an average width of about 120 µm, and
more obvious than the zone in the concave area. This kind of phenomenon had also been
observed in our previous study [1]. Carbon migration is related to the temperature and the
high-temperature duration of the welding process [11]. The convex area was double-heated
during the multi-bead welding process, and its interface for carbon migration was longer,
which promoted carbon migration during welding. A martensite layer was also found
in this area, and its thickness was also greater than the layer in the concave area, as its
formation was linked to the more pronounced carbon migration in the convex area.

On the 309L side, the most obvious feature was the formation of the type I and type II
boundaries (Figure 3). A type II boundary refers to the grain boundary that is parallel to
the fusion boundary, while a type I boundary connects the fusion boundary with the type II
boundary [20,21]. Although these boundaries are usually found in dissimilar metal (metals
with different microstructure) weld joints [22], some researchers have demonstrated that
they can also be found at the 316L-182 fusion boundary area since they have the same
structure (austenite) [23]. The formation mechanism of these boundaries was described in
detail in our previous publications [10,14]. In addition, these boundaries were usually high-
angle boundaries and were easy to mechanically crack during the three-points bending
test [11]. As a result, they were hazardous to the SCC resistance of the fusion boundary area.

Figure 5 shows the microstructure at the 309L–308L interface. Again, more ferrites
were found in 308L than in 309L. In addition, epitaxial growth was observed at the interface
area as 309L and 308L have similar crystal structure and chemical composition. This
phenomenon was also observed at the 308L and 316L fusion boundary area and was
verified using EBSD [1].

Figure 5. OM microstructure of the 309L–308L interface.

3.1.3. OM Microstructure of SA508 HAZ

As the heat flux during the welding process changed from the fusion boundary to the
SA508 base metal, HAZs with widths ranging from 2 mm to 3 mm and a microstructure
transition formed, as shown in Figure 6. Microstructure transitions from the fusion bound-
ary at both the concave area (Figure 6a) and at the convex area (Figure 6b) are given in
Figure 6. Figure 6a1–a4 demonstrate higher magnifications of the typical areas in Figure 6a.
From the fusion boundary, the microstructure transition was coarse martensite + carbide
(Figure 6a1)→ small amounts of granular bainite + fine martensite (Figure 6a2)→ bainite
+ small amounts of fine martensite (Figure 6a3)→ bainite (base metal, Figure 6a4), which is
consistent with the findings in Reference [1]. However, the microstructure transition at the
convex area was somewhat different due to the presence of the “black strips” (Figure 2) in
the original base metal. In fact, microstructure change also occurred in the “black strips”
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area under the thermal cycles during cladding. From the fusion boundary to the base metal
in Figure 6b, the microstructure transition was ferrite (Figure 6b1)→ small amounts of
granular bainite + fine martensite (Figure 6b2)→ bainite + small amounts of fine martensite
(Figure 6b3)→ bainite (base metal, Figure 6b4). Although the microstructure was similar
in Figure 6a2,b2, the grain size was different. The formation of these “black strips” resulted
in a smaller grain size in Figure 6b2.

Figure 6. OM microstructure transition in the SA508 HAZ: (a) image at a low magnification of the
HAZ at the concave area; (a1–a4) local images with higher magnification of (a); (b) image at a low
magnification of the HAZ at the convex area; (b1–b4) local images at higher magnification of (b).

3.2. Chemical Compositions across the Fusion Boundary

The chemical composition distributions across the SA508–309L fusion boundary were
characterized using EDS line scanning, and the results are shown in Figure 7. Since
the microstructure of the concave area was different from the convex area, the chemical
composition distributions were measured separately. Figure 7a,b display the results at the
concave area, showing that the SA508 had a higher content of Fe but lower contents of Cr
and Ni. In addition, though a dramatic change was found across the fusion boundary, a
thin diluted area with a width of about 30 µm was observed.

However, the chemical composition change at the convex area was much more complex
than at the concave area (Figure 7c,d). From point B to point C, the chemical composition
was similar to the one in Figure 7a, while the chemical transition zone was only about
15 µm in width. The area between points C and D, with the chemical composition between
SA508 and 309L, was the martensite area in Figure 4d. An unmixed zone (point C to point
D) with a similar chemical composition to the base metal was also found. The reasons for
the formation of the unmixed zone have also been described in previous work [1].
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Figure 7. Chemical composition distribution across the SA508–309L fusion boundary: (a) the positon
of the EDS scanning line at the concave area; (b) the corresponding chemical composition distribution
along the line in (a); (c) the positon of the EDS scanning line at the convex area; (d) the corresponding
chemical composition distribution along the line in (c).

3.3. Microstructure by EBSD

The EBSD result of the SA508–309L interface area is shown in Figure 8, including
the inverse pole figure (IPF) in Figure 8a, and the kernel average misorientation (KAM)
distribution map in Figure 8b,c. From the IPF figure, the grain size from the fusion boundary
to the base metal was very similar to the results in Figure 6. However, no type I or type II
boundaries were found at this area, indicating that not all of the fusion boundary areas had
these kinds of special boundaries. Usually, the KAM is used to estimate the residual strain
in materials, that is, the higher the KAM value, the more severe the residual strain [24–27].
From Figure 8b, we can see that the residual strain in SA508 was higher than in 309L
cladding. In addition, the residual strains in both materials were nearly homogeneous,
with very low fluctuation.
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Figure 8. EBSD results of SA508–309L fusion boundary: (a) inverse pole figure (IPF); (b) kernel aver-
age misorientation (KAM) distribution map; and (c) the KAM value apart from the fusion boundary.

3.4. Micro-Hardness Distribution

The micro-hardness distribution from the SA508 base metal to the 309L cladding layer
and then to the 308L layers is shown in Figure 9a, and the images of the indentations at
the SA508–309L interface area are shown in Figure 9b,c, as there was a dramatic change in
micro-hardness at the interface area.

Figure 9. Micro-hardness distribution of the dissimilar metal cladding: (a) the hardness values across
the dissimilar metal cladding, from SA508 to 309L and finally to 308L; (b) the OM image of the
indentations across the SA508–309L fusion boundary; and (c) the OM image at a higher magnification
of (b).
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In Figure 9a, the micro-hardness of the SA508 base metal was measured to be about
175 HV, which then increased as it moved to the SA508–309L interface. In addition, two
obvious fluctuations in hardness were found at the positions of 1.8 mm and 2.5 mm (abscissa
axis). This may have resulted from the harder “black strips” areas in the base metal, as these
areas had more carbides and their widths were similar to the widths of the fluctuations
in the curve. The greater hardness of the HAZ was caused by the formation of martensite
and the grain size being finer than in the base metal, as noted by both the OM and EBSD
observations. However, a dramatic change was found adjacent to the fusion boundary
due to the carbon migration which occurred during the cladding process. The hardness
of the carbon-depleted zone was only ~170 HV, while it was ~360 HV for the martensitic
layer. Furthermore, the hardness of the 309L just adjacent to the interface was higher
(~290 HV) than the normal 309L (~240 HV), and this may have also been caused by the
carbon migration. The overall hardness of the 309L was about ~15 HV higher than that
of the 308L. The hardness of the 309L–308L interface area was greater than both the weld
materials as this area usually had greater residual strain.

4. Conclusions

The microstructure and micro-hardness of some dissimilar metal cladding from a
pressure vessel pipe–nozzle for PWR nuclear power plants were studied in detail using the
characterization of OM, SEM, EDS, and EBSD, and the measurement of micro-hardness,
and the following conclusions can be drawn:

(1) The SA508 base metal has a bainite microstructure and black strip area with more
carbides. The 309L cladding has an almost fully austenite structure, while the mi-
crostructure of the 308L layers is dendrite-like austenite with dot and rod ferrites
between the dendrites.

(2) The microstructure on the SA508 side is not uniform along the fusion boundary. At
the concave area, coarse martensite just adjacent to the fusion boundary and a thinner
carbon-depleted zone are found. At the convex area, ferrite is the main structure in
the carbon-depleted zone and the carbon-depleted area is wider and more obvious
than that of the concave area.

(3) A martensitic layer, with type I and type II boundaries, is found at the SA508–309L
fusion boundary area. In addition, a microstructure transition with a width of 2–3 mm
is observed in the SA508 HAZ.

(4) The chemical composition, residual strain, and micro-hardness distributions across
the SA508–309L fusion boundary are very complex. The local hardness is highly
dependent on the microstructure and element distribution.
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